HIV Treatment as Prevention and the Role of Applied Social Science Research
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Utilizing highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) to reduce HIV transmission, commonly referred to as “treatment as prevention” (TASP), has been hailed as a valuable addition to comprehensive HIV prevention efforts [1]. Subsequent to the HPTN 052 trial [2], which established the efficacy of this approach, there has been a call to prioritize TASP within global HIV prevention efforts [3].

However, some have argued that the increasing emphasis on this form of biomedical prevention represents a “remedicalisation” of the HIV epidemic [4]. Concerns have been expressed that TASP will lead to the prioritization of biomedical solutions at the expense of other preventive approaches, detract attention from the social and material conditions that shape the epidemic, and lead to a proliferation of interventions deployed without adequate input from social scientists, community, and activists [4,5]. However, such critiques overlook growing attention to the social and structural dimensions of TASP [6], opportunities to link TASP with ongoing treatment advocacy efforts [7], as well as increasing recognition that the greatest reduction in the number of new HIV infections will be achieved by integrating biomedical, social, and structural interventions in comprehensive prevention programs [8].

Just as HIV epidemics are shaped by social and material conditions, access and adherence to HIV treatment are shaped by diverse forces within the broader social, legal, political, and economic environment [6,9,10]. Accordingly, rather than inherently detracting attention from social and material conditions, TASP provides ample opportunity to attend to these factors.

While critics argue that expanding biomedical prevention will marginalize social science, efforts to integrate TASP into combination HIV prevention will in fact require extensive collaboration between investigators from diverse disciplines [11], as well as high quality social research identifying how social-structural forces shape access to HAART [5,12]. TASP programs will focus upon individuals who are most likely to transmit HIV, and there is a need to understand precisely how policy and legal frameworks shape access to HIV care among marginalized populations, including people who use drugs, sex workers, and prisoners. Documenting the influence of social-structural forces upon HAART uptake and retention should represent a key priority within the TASP research agenda [13], so that this knowledge can be utilized in the development of social and structural interventions that will effectively facilitate uptake of treatment and address barriers to care [12]. Further, TASP should be considered within a continuum of prevention programs and implementation science should examine the additive effect of TASP, as well as the impact of TaSP on access to and uptake of other prevention programs.

Injection drug users (IDUs) in many settings have low rates of HAART uptake, and high rates of treatment interruption and failure [14], but little attention has been devoted to examining how extra-individual forces shape treatment among IDUs [9]. IDUs can derive full benefit from HAART when adequate levels of adherence are maintained [15], but unfortunately in most settings public health systems are not adequately engaging IDUs or providing optimal HIV care [14]. In many regions where HIV is highly prevalent among IDUs, criminalization of drug use places IDUs beyond the reach of public health programs, as key prevention measures (including needle exchange & methadone) are often not available due to legal and policy barriers [14,16]. In some settings IDUs are systematically denied access to HIV treatment [14,16].

Even where government supported public health programs engage IDUs, law enforcement practices may have a negative impact upon TASP efforts as intense policing initiatives within drug scenes often have the perverse effect of disconnecting drug users from health programs [17]. However, it is not known how particular types of police initiatives may shape HAART access and adherence among drug users, as these questions have not yet been fully examined in relation to HIV-treatment. The impact of crackdown style policing campaigns on HIV treatment outcomes has not been evaluated to date, and it is important to recognize that policing-related forces have potential to influence HAART uptake and retention among drug users in locales around the globe. There is also a need to implement more appropriate policing practices that do not undermine public health efforts, and recommendations for re-aligning law enforcement practices include the use of enhanced police training and policing policies that officially support public health measures [14,17]. These efforts can be informed by, and undertaken in concert with, human rights activists working to address the harms of enforcement. However, the public health impacts of these measures remain unknown, and evaluating the effect of these efforts should be a key priority in the era of TASP.

Given the importance of prison systems in the spread of HIV, expansion of TASP into HIV prevention for prisoners should be a priority, but it appears that various social-structural forces heavily influence treatment outcomes among incarcerated HIV positive individuals [18,19]. While HAART has been successfully provided to inmates within some jurisdictions of the US correctional system [18], existing research suggests that treatment outcomes vary between settings, as incarceration has been associated with discontinuation of HAART in other locales [20]. There is a need to understand how institutional and operational features of specific correctional systems
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may pose barriers to access and adherence [19,20], as well as how these features vary between settings. The transition between custody and the community also merits further examination, as these transitional events appear to be particularly important in shaping treatment outcomes [21,22]. Social science research can generate much needed information regarding these complex forces, and help to inform structural interventions that aim to enhance HIV treatment for inmates.

Unfortunately, critiques that represent the expansion of biomedical prevention as “remedicalizing” the HIV epidemic may have the unintended effect of resurrecting polarizing debates regarding which single response to HIV disease (i.e., treatment or prevention) is the most “effective”, despite consensus that combination HIV prevention that includes HIV treatment is the key to minimizing new infections. Further, social change will also be needed if TasP is to be “effective” within HIV prevention efforts, and in bringing care and treatment to vulnerable individuals living with HIV. Integrating TASP into combination prevention provides opportunities to leverage rights-based arguments and calls for evidence-based policy in order to promote more comprehensive responses to local epidemics. In turn, efforts to address social-structural barriers to treatment can support, and be supported by, existing advocacy campaigns undertaken by AIDS activists, including those focused on ensuring treatment access to those in need. Regardless, understanding and addressing these forces in the design of programs represents a key challenge of incorporating TasP into prevention efforts, and a unique opportunity for social science research to play a greater role in determining the response to the HIV epidemic.
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